
                                                                           

           THE ROYAL CAKE ...  

         part 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wedding cake made for Elizabeth and Philip’s Wedding in 1947 (also by McVities)  was over 2.5 

metres tall.  Rationing was still in place (this was just after the war) so many ingredients were sent 

as wedding gifts from all corners of the globe.  Schoolchidren and institutions received pieces of the 

cake after the celebration. 

Anyone who knows anything, knows that Chocolate is Good, with a 

capital G.  It is good for you, it does you good, it  is full of goodness, 

and what is more, it is neither fattening nor bad for your health (in 

moderation, of course). Not alone that,  but, as my grandmother  

always said  (she was a flapper in the 20s and a fun-loving gal right to 

the end), “A little of what you fancy does you good !”  Our Royals are no 

exception.  They have chosen two different cakes -  both claim to be 

traditional but the one mentioned here is sinfully chocolatey.   

McVities were asked by the Palace to concoct a cholocate 

cake that apparently is Prince William’s all time favorite.  

It is based on McVities biscuits, and while it might seem a 

bit rustic, there will be slathers  of chocolate coating,  

decorations galore, and it is promised to be absolutely 

beautiful ! McVities have quite a history of royal cake 

making; they can proudly claim to  going all the way back  

to King George V ! They were also responsible for the 

Royal Wedding Cake in 1947, and more recently for the 

Queen’s Diamond Wedding anniversary cake (2007) !   

But what (or who) is (or was) McVitie?   

He was a real person, born in 1809 in Scotland apprenticed at an 

early age to a baker. In 1830, his father opened a small shop in 

Edinburgh, and the cellar was turned into a bakery.  Success was 

almost immediate, and a second shop was opened shortly 

thereafter.  In 1844 McVitie married, had two sons, and sent 

them to Europe to learn more about baking.  In 1880 upon his 

father’s death, Robert Junior took over the flourishing bakery, 

enlarged the  actual baking area to turn it into a real factory in 

1888.  In 1892 Alexander Grant devised the recipe for the 

original McVities Digestive biscuit – and just like the formula for 

the undrinkable, coffee-coloured, world-famous  fizzy drink, 

invented by a pharmacist, the recipe for this more-ish little 

biscuit is still used, and remains a secret to this day !   

The essential chocolate covering was not introduced until 1925, 

however, it has been going strong ever since ! 

The very first McVitie 

factory, 1888 



  

Rumour has it that when this cake was prepared in the kitchens of 

Buckingham Palace (or where ever the Queen was in residence) it 

could, contrary to other tea cakes and delicacies which were only 

served once, appear day after day on the Royal tea table, until it 

had all been eaten ! 

 

So just how do you make this non-cook, 

irresistible chocolatey, biscuity cake? THE 

original (or so-called) recipe has disappeared 

from all internet sites, banned by publishers 

with pounds, euros and dollars spinning in front 

of their eyeballs, however there are several 

rather tempting-looking creations lurking in all 

corners of the square screen...  Here is a rather 

appealing idea !   

 

 

 

                  

 

 
 

 

 

Refrigerator Cake aka  Chocolat Biscuit Cake 

5 oz (150 g) dark chocolate, chopped into little 

bits                                    

5 oz  (150 g) butter              

2 large tbsp golden syrup                                                                                                                         

8 oz (225g) digestive biscuits (semi-sweet)       

2 oz  (50g) raisins (optional)             

1 oz (25g) hazelnuts or almonds, toasted and 

chopped (optional) 

Method ; 

Lightly grease a 23cm (9in) cake tin. 

 

1.  Melt the butter, golden syrup and chocolate in a bowl in the microwave or in a heavy-bottomed 

saucepan over a very low heat, then stir until smooth. 

2.  Crush the biscuits with a rolling pin, but leave some slightly larger chunks, and tip into the melted 

chocolate mixture with the raisins and hazelnuts. Stir well. 

3.  Spoon the chocolate mixture into the prepared tin, pressing it down well to get a smooth, even 

surface.  

4.  When cool, chill in the fridge for several hours, or until firm.                                                      

You can cover it with the following very wicked chocolate icing and decorate to your heart’s content! 

Then serve cut into squares or skinny wedges. 

For this really easy WICKED chocolate icing, you will 

need twice as much dark chocolate as butter !  

Melt (in a micro-wave on low power or in a double boiler) 

about 100g of dark chocolate. Immediately after 

melting, while the chocolate is still hot, beat in 50g of 

softened butter, cut into little pieces.  Slather it onto 

your cake ! 


